Regional Election Candidate Statement/Bio – Mitali Ravindrakumar

Statement of Interest

When I joined NCURA in 2006, I was very new to Research Administration. Because of my Accounting degree I was attracted to the Research Administration field. I could not have survived without NCURA! I would like to give back to the organization by serving as Treasurer-elect for Region VI.

NCURA had not only welcomed me as a new member but supported me throughout my career. I cannot begin to tell you how much I appreciate the networking opportunities, workshops and classes. NCURA and its members have had a tremendous impact on my professional development and I am honored to be nominated for the position of Treasurer-elect. I would like to contribute to continuing the services this Organization provides to each and every one of us.

Brief Bio

Mitali Ravindrakumar is a Contracts and Grants Administrator at the University of Southern California. She joined NCURA in 2006. When Region VI established the LeadMe mentoring program Mitali participated and contributed significantly to its success. Her experiences in the Research Administration field and her background in Accounting make her a very suitable candidate for the role in the Region VI. She has worked as Accountant IV at the Iowa State University when she was a member of Region IV. She has several new and exciting ideas that she would like to share and implement in the region. Mitali has gained a lot from her membership and would like to contribute to the Organization by serving on the Regional Committee.